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FLYING GYVszsR THE PLAY —
@WEN THE I1$ Luwn
RADIATION

FLYING OVER THHZ PLAY — #HEN THZ CURTAIN I3

The SGolden Steed:

Fly ‘aover the play in retrospect — beginning from the

last moment of the play and working backwards. Inr@gine that

the curtain has come down @and try to think of the whole play.

This gives us a special kind of "spectacles" through which we

are able to find the main feeling, the main sction of the play.

#From the end to the beginning, try to remember 211 the things

we have spoken about. First the crowd as the hero of the play.

The last heroic moment, then the coda. The moment when the

brothers have gone into the abyss. The moment when evil devours

itself.

question: When an actor feels absolutely hollow inside without

any feelings, and yet he has his image and an image of the whole

scene, how can he reach his feelings and awaken them so that

his words will be true instead of fulse?

Angwey: By knowing clearly the task you have to do and doing

it in a re@l way with @all your concentration and @ttention and

feeling for truth. by way of your imagin@tion and attention

to the task you are doing, these two things will, with timne,

awaken the right feelings. An actor‘s feelings cannot be

forced to come, and sometimes the more you try, the more they

elude you; but if you consciously @apply yourself to the
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problem you have been given and do the task with all your

anergy and feeling for truth; and if you see clearly in your

imagin@tion the task you have to @ccomplish, the feelings

will come of themselves. Through being aware of what we are

doing, we will get our inspiration.

In the scene in which the brothers fall into the

abyss, the characters in the crowd are & mirror, or & reflect—

lon, of the gserious mysteory thay have just witnessed, They

must h@ve the feeling that they are looking at something which

is much bigger than themselves in the scheme of things. This

thing they reflect in their seriousness, this is the momant

when euil destroys itself. The sgesture is to back away from

the scene of the mystery, but at the same time emphasize it by

pointing at it.

Imagine the fall of the brothers. What is the pur—

pose of this black mystery? We have to follow the brothers

from above to below. Their highest moment is not the same as

Antin‘s high moments. The crowd helps to lift the brothers

with their exclammtions, but they are disdainful at the same

time so that the exclamatilons will not have the same heigzht

as those of Antin. #With this we must follow the brothers down

and into the earth, and then we will come'to the deepest

moment. The laughter of the evil group is a mask to show a

feeling of disgust and pushing away. There is dark laughter

at the bezinning df the mystery; the laushter of closed mouths,
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as if from the stomach, the exclam@ations of the good group in

high disgust. |

lIaughter

Slminuendo

MiailcnccBroen \[, —,s,y“, |

As actors, we must love the smallest things in our

work — they are jewels in a crown.

If you have found the right feeling for the moment,

you will produce the right sound and with full volume. wWhen

you do not feel that the sound is right, you will a@always produce

it in a muted way — this is one of the habits of an actor when

he is not quite sure. ~any actors find impressions from the

outside which help to build the part or charmacter.  For example,

when trying to play the character of an old person, they try

to take something from real charaétera in life. This is a very

tempting way, but it is it is the same as naturalism

becauseit is copying or photographic. It seems thiat the vessel

in which my talent is I seal and finish,. The old man who comes

to the actor from the outside world kills the imagin@ative old

man« This is very wrong but very tempting.

If you have rehsarsed & part many times and sgeen it

in your character, you get a special eye for this part and for

the characterization from the world around you. It'is necessary

for the actor not to ancase himgself from the outsidie worlo.
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Another fault in actors is that sometimes they are

so creative and concentr@ated somewhere in their beings that

they lose contact with the outside world. This is another

extreme. It is just as wrong te‘tako averything from the out—

side and nothing from the inside as to take everything from

the inside and nothing from the outside. The right way is to

see the character in everything everywhaere around.

RADIATION ;

The pause on the stage is a most active moment. You

will never be able to radiate until you have experienced the

division between your body and your soul. You must be @able to

radiate without using your body. The following exercise is

for the purpose of radiating during the pauser ‘The whole group

stands in a circle feeling an imagin@ary ring in their hands.

They lift it up and let it down, and fin@lly they send it up

into the sky, having the feeling of connection between them~—

selves and the floating—flying ring. This is radiation.


